Department of Physics

2015–2016 Course Catalog Errata

The following corrections apply to the 2015–2016 Course Catalog for Physics Majors entering from Fall 2015 onward.

Additional Core Physics/Math/Computer Science Courses:

• Physics I:
  o 33-121: Physics I for Science Students or
  o 33-151: Matter and Interactions I

• Physics II:
  o 33-142: Physics II for Engineering and Physics Students or
  o 33-152: Matter and Interactions II

• Programming I:
  o 15-110: Principles of Computing or
  o 15-112: Fundamentals of Programming and Computer Science

Duplicate Requirement:

• 21-259: Calculus in Three Dimensions is listed as a requirement in both the Mellon College of Science Core and the Department of Physics Core. It needs to be taken only once.